I. INTRODUCTION
I N RECENT years, modern industrial manufacturing systems are becoming more and more complicated and intelligent due to the increasing diversity of industrial production and the growing demands on production efficiency. With large quantities of actuators, sensors, etc., incorporated, the system components are usually afflicted by failures resulted from a variety of unexpected phenomena [item 1). Consequently, modern manufacturing processes are turning into safety-critical systems. Thus, an ever-increasing demand on the implementation of health monitoring, management, and control approaches to meet the increased safety and performance requirements is stimulated [item 2). However, the existing approaches or techniques may lead to an unsatisfactory or inferior performance. Moreover, those traditional approaches may be only suitable for simple systems. Thus, they may have little or even no capability for complex industrial systems. Faced with such problems, enhanced attention to health monitoring, management, and control including faulttolerant control (FTC), fault diagnosis, and health prognosis has been received both in engineering and research domains in order to maintain desirable safety, stability, reliability, survivability, resilience, and increased performance.
The primary objective of this focused section is to provide an international forum for scientists, engineers, and practitioners working on health monitoring, management, and control approaches for all intelligent manufacturing systems to exchange their latest achievements and to identify critical issues and challenges. We received a total of 82 submissions, and all submitted papers have been carefully reviewed after a rigorous review process. We selected 21 articles covering the subject from different perspectives, i.e., 25.6% of all the submitted papers.
II. HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS FOCUSED SECTION
The 21 papers included in this focused section mainly focus on the following topics: 1) novel fault detection, isolation, and diagnosis methods; 2) advanced fault control, reliable control, and safe control design; 3) system uncertainties and external disturbances attenuation control; 4) advanced approaches for Digital Object Identifier 10.1109 /TMECH.2018 health monitoring and management; 5) modeling of complex systems especially with component fault/failure; 6) advanced signal processing including denoising methods; 7) residual strength evaluation, health prognosis, and remaining life assessment; and 8) real-time implementation of monitoring and diagnosis in practical applications.
Among the accepted papers in this focused section, four papers paid attention to the research of novel fault detection, isolation, and diagnosis methods. In the work "Integrated design of event-triggered closed-loop subspace predictive control scheme" by Z. Li and G.-H. Yang, a novel event-triggered closed-loop subspace predictive control algorithm for linear discrete-time systems with an unknown plant model has been proposed. To reduce the computation load considerably while maintaining the stability and optimality, the authors substituted the receding horizon principle in the typical predictive control by the event-triggered law. In another work "Novel particle swarm optimization-based variational mode decomposition method for the fault diagnosis of complex rotating machinery" authored by X.-B. Wang et al., a novel particle-swarm-optimization-based variational mode decomposition method has been investigated. The proposed fault detection framework separates the observed vibration signals into a series of intrinsic modes. By employing the Hilbert-transform-based square envelope spectral kurtosis, a certain number of the intrinsic modes are selected. Then, the feature representations were reconstructed via the selected intrinsic modes; finally, the envelope spectrums of the real faulty conditions were generated in the rotating machinery. Moreover, M. Xia et al. proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based approach for fault diagnosis of rotating machinery in the work "Fault diagnosis for rotating machinery using multiple sensors and convolutional neural networks." To achieve higher and more robust diagnosis accuracy, the proposed method incorporates sensor fusion by taking advantages of the CNN structure. Then, in the work "Wind turbine fault detection using denoising autoencoder with temporal information," G. Jiang et al. constructed a new fault detector based on a recently developed unsupervised learning method, denoising autoencoder, which offers the learning of robust nonlinear representations from data against noise and input fluctuation. A key advantage of the proposed approach is the ability to 1083-4435 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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capture the nonlinear correlations among multiple sensor variables and the temporal dependence of each sensor variable simultaneously, which significantly enhances the fault detection performance.
More researchers preferred to the issue of advanced fault control, reliable control, and safe control design. X. Su et al. focused on solving the problems of fault estimation control and FTC for multiarea power systems with sensor failures in the work "Fault-tolerant control of multi-area power systems via sliding mode observer technique." In this work, by employing an improved sliding-mode observer technique, the estimations of system states and fault vectors are determined. Moreover, an advanced FTC scheme that comprises of higher-order-slidingmode-based observers and controllers was proposed in the work "Robust sensors-fault-tolerance with sliding mode estimation and control for permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) drives" by S. K. Kommuri et al. The proposed FTC scheme reduces the existing chattering phenomenon with good performance in terms of convergence speed and steady-state error. In the research "Hierarchical coordinated control of flywheel energy storage matrix systems for wind farms" by J. Lai et al., an aggregated connection topology of the flywheel energy storage matrix system was investigated. A structurally simple and computationally inexpensive neural-adaptive proportional integral derivative (PID) control algorithm based on the Lyapunov stability theory was developed to control each flywheel individually in a coordinated and stable manner for each Flywheel Energy Storage Matrix System (FESS) unit. In addition, the research "Sensor reduction for driver-automation shared steering control via an adaptive authority allocation strategy" by A.-T. Nguyen et al. presented a new shared control method for lane keeping assist (LKA) systems of intelligent vehicles. The proposed method allows the LKA system to share the control authority with a human driver effectively by avoiding or minimizing the conflict situations between these two driving actors. It is worth to notice that in the work "Continuous fixed-time controller design for mechatronic systems with incomplete measurements," M. Basin et al. proposed a continuous fixed-time observer-based controller driving all states of an n-dimensional chain of integrators to the origin for a finite preestablished (fixed) time using a scalar input, when only the highest relative degree state can be measured. The uniform upper bound for the controller convergence time was calculated. Two case studies, i.e., stabilizing an industrial armature-controlled dc motor (stable system) and controlling a cart inverted pendulum (unstable system), were given to demonstrate the performance of the developed controller. J. Jeon et al. paid attention to the problem of magnetic field control and presented the work "Active control of magnetic field using extended distributed multipole (eDMP) model for bio-medical applications." In this work, a novel method to actively control magnetic field in a region of interest using multiple electromagnets referred to here as an extended distributed multipole was investigated.
Attention is also drawn to the problem of system uncertainties and external disturbance attenuation control. Focused on uncertain systems even with external disturbance, B. Xiao et al. investigated a difficult problem of exponential tracking control in "A general tracking control framework for uncertain systems with exponential convergence performance." The systems studied in this work have a general/representative form with the lossless second-order differential systems and Euler-Lagrange systems included. The key advantage of this control architecture is that the controller is able to achieve a perfect tracking performance with no overshoot observed and the settling time tuned to be as short as possible. Another work "Position tracking control law for an electro-hydraulic servo system based on backstepping and extended differentiator" by X. Yang et al. also studied the problem of system uncertainties. Superior to some existing results based on parameter estimation or fuzzy modeling, the proposed control scheme can guarantee the bounded tracking performance without parameter identification and model approximation. Besides, the external disturbances attenuation control problem has been noticed in the work "Grasping using dynamical movement primitives for a humanoid-like mobile manipulator" by Z. Li et al. In this work, a reinforcement learning strategy has been proposed for manipulation and grasping of a mobile manipulator, which reduces the complexity of the visual feedback and handles varying manipulation dynamics and uncertain external perturbations.
The problem of health monitoring and management also draws some researchers' attention. The work "Condition monitoring in advanced battery management systems: moving horizon estimation using a reduced electrochemical model" pursued a detailed assessment of optimization-driven moving horizon estimation (MHE) framework by means of a reduced electrochemical model. In this paper, the standard MHE and two variants in the framework were examined by a comprehensive consideration of accuracy, computational intensity, effect of horizon size, and fault tolerance for state-of-charge estimation. In another work "Multiple-component systems based on a system-level performance indicator" by L. R. Rodrigues, a method was proposed to estimate the remaining useful life (RUL) of multiplecomponent systems based on health monitoring information regarding each component in the system under consideration. In the proposed method, a system failure is not necessarily connected with a component failure. Furthermore, O. Janssens et al. investigated a method from the subfield of feature learning, i.e., deep learning, more specifically CNNs, to mitigate the drawbacks of feature engineering in "Deep learning for infrared thermal image based machine health monitoring." The advantage of the work lies in that deep learning can be applied to infrared thermal video to automatically determine the condition of the machine. Moreover, in the work "Real-time triple field of view interferometry for scan-free monitoring of multiple objects," a novel single-shot triple-field-of-view interferometric technique was proposed that rectifies the asynchronous problem and the effect of high frequency noise due to the motorized scanning components utilized to extend the imaging area. The proposed technique is a novel setup, calibration, and correction algorithm that facilitates a wider 3-D imaging area and higher mechanical stability with fixed imaging parameters.
Modeling of complex systems especially with component fault/failure has been a hot topic in recent years. T. Aoyama et al. developed a galvano-mirror-based high-speed multithread active vision system that can switch 500 different views in a second. The system functions as 15 virtual cameras each operating at 33.3 frames/s to observe multiple scenes in completely different views. Moreover, in the work "Improved NO and NO 2 concentration estimation for a diesel-engine-aftertreatment system," the NO and NO 2 concentration estimation for a dieselengine-aftertreatment system with NO x sensor measurements was investigated. The main objective was to estimate the NO and NO 2 concentrations after diesel particulate filter such that the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system can benefit from the estimated concentrations. Compared with the existing works, the designed observer can improve the estimation performance significantly.
In addition, several issues such as residual strength evaluation, health prognosis, and remaining life assessment; and real-time implementation of monitoring and diagnosis in practical applications are also addressed in this focused section. Z.-Q. Wang et al. proposed a novel online RUL prediction method under the framework of a generalized nonlinear degradation model with deterministic and stochastic parameters. Compared with two commonly used methods, the proposed method can improve the RUL prediction accuracy dramatically. The issue of real-time implementation of monitoring and diagnosis in practical applications was addressed in the work "A plug-and-play monitoring and control architecture for disturbance compensation in rolling mills" by H. Luo et al. A plug-and-play (PnP) monitoring and control architecture that results in a simple and reliable design procedure was investigated in this paper. The proposed PnP architecture was integrated with process monitoring and control systems, by which system performance can be enhanced without modifying or replacing the existing control system. Based on the proposed PnP architecture, a PnP process monitoring and disturbance compensation for rolling mills was proposed.
This focused section on health monitoring, management, and control of complex mechatronic systems is crucial and useful. We hope it could be helpful for the readers from certain aspects. 
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